Abstract
INTRODUCTION
One of the most frequently traded products in the world besides oil is coffee. The data shows sales of coffee beans throughout 2013 were more than 144 million coffee sacks which equivalent to 7 billion kilograms of coffee beans that exported successfully by 57 coffee exporting countries. From the list of exporting countries, the biggest three exporting countries are Brazil followed by Vietnam. Indonesia itself is in third place with total exports reaching more than 12 million of coffee sacks valued at 637 million kilograms of coffee beans (International Coffee Organization, 2014) .
Unlike the sale of coffee beans, coffee sales in the form of paper cups data show that exceed expectations. In the United States, the National Coffee Association launches a surprising new find. Almost 83% of American adults consume coffee, up five percent from last year, which reached 78%. That number if compared with coffee paper cup reached more than 587 million cups. On average most American adults aged 21-40 years drink 2 to 3 cups of coffee a day. This data shows that the United States is the largest consumer for coffee sales (National Coffee Association, 2014) . Nevertheless, individual US coffee drinking habits are defeated by Finland which reaches 9.6 kg per capita per year, while the United States alone is only 3.1 kg per capita per year. (International Coffee Organization,
2014)
The high demand for coffee both in the form of coffee beans and cups encourages large industries to plunge in this field. One of them is Starbucks. This producer is one of the strong companies in the coffee business since starting in the decade of 90's until present. Starbucks was originally a single coffee shop in Seattle in 1970, and then turned into a global American corporation. Recent data shows if Starbucks already has more than 21 thousand coffee shops worldwide, employing more than 180 thousand employees in 55 countries with a capitalization value of up to 55 billion US Dollars. (Forbes , 2014) There are several reasons that make Starbucks king in this industry, first is of course the products that Starbucks sells are different from other coffee giants, such as Nestle. Starbucks began introducing the culture of drinking coffee outdoors and taking advantage of the rush hour at the center of the working community (Harford, 2006) .
Secondly, it is a remarkable advertising campaign, from movies, music, posters, to their relationships with world celebrities. (Harford, 2006) In addition there are other things that encourage people to then consume coffee at propagates fair trade between coffee farmers and producers is enough to make people aware of the fair trade scheme and ultimately choose Starbucks as a coffee shop, in addition to stylish, this shop also offers other value added that is social awareness for farmers.
Fair Trade is an initiative initiated by the International Fair Trade organization that aims to offer a more profitable sale and purchase scheme for both parties. The main purpose of the Fair Trade movement is to provide an appropriate price to small-scale coffee farmers in developing countries to improve their lives. Starbucks adopted the Fair The result is quite surprising, farmers in Colombia had been promised to get Starbucks assistance but they were never introduced to the Fair Trade Starbucks scheme (Timmerman, Follow Your Labels: Starbucks Coffee Farmers Who Never Heard of Starbucks, 2013) .
Based on the findings that the researchers found above, in this study, the author tries to express more in the relationship between Starbucks as a symbol of globalization with Starbucks as a global corporation that applies the principles of Fair Trade. In this study the authors formulate two problems as follows, first how the relationship between Starbucks as a global company symbol of America with the Fair Trade movement.
Secondly, why did Starbucks adopt Fair Trade following criticism from this adoption? By using literature study method, the author tries to parse the problem.
METHOD
This type of research is included in the case study that is the type of research with a qualitative approach where researchers review a system as a whole or at some system in (Creswell, 2007) While the type of case study approach the author uses is the intrinsic type.
The intrinsic case study is used if the intentions of the researcher are to gain a better understanding. (Baxter & Jack, 2008) The research method used in this research is literature study. Library study is any attempt made by researchers to collect information relevant to the topic or problem to be or is being researched. The type of data used in this study is qualitative sourced from the primary data and secondary data obtained by conducting literature study is data collection by studying written materials such as books, literature and other writing materials.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Phenomena and Characteristics of Globalization
Globalization is a phenomenon, the only system inevitable by humans. One opinion that says globalization is the inevitable system is Stuart Eizenstat. In 1999 Stuart
Eizenstat, deputy minister of state for business and agricultural economics at the time of
Bill Clinton expressed the opinion that "Globalization is an inevitable element in our lives. We cannot stop it any more then we can stop the waves from crashing on the shore." (Eizinstat, 1999) . In line with Eizenstat, Samuel Berger, Security Advisor in the same era with Eizenstat said globalization is not an option but a single and a growing fact (Skonieczny, 2010) .
The main characteristic of globalization is the value of America. There is one indisputable fact that we live in this era of globalization, namely the interdependence and the power of a single superpower named America (Friedman, 2000) .
W.T Stead in his book
The Americanization of The World tries to explain why globalization is also Americanization. He described clearly a British man who woke up with a bedcover made in Istanbul, using an electric haircut from China while his wife was cooking bacon from Mexico. Elsewhere in the UK, in the Middle East, scientists in the area teach some principles of the declaration of American independence. Stead's depiction really confirmed the Americanization that was engulfing the early 20th century. (Iriye, 2007) The Americanized-colored Globalization discourse has several traits. In addition to his tendency to promote Peace, Prosperity and Justice, there are other characters described by Iriye (2007 (Iriye, 2007) .
The Irony of Globalization, Inequality of Income
Globalization becomes a phenomenon because of the impact it produces. This system gave birth to two blades. Globalization brought mankind on unprecedented wealth and unprecedented poverty. (Stiglitz, 2002) These two things are what make globalization into a phenomenon and scientific study that will never run out for research.
Stiglitz often noted the irony of globalization and presented to the reader, the author of two things alluded to above, and the well being of countless untold poverty.
Globalization is synonymous with free international trade allows many countries to boost the growth of the export sector. In the export-driven growth, the rich countries shift labor base to countries with cheaper labor force, such as Bangladesh. This flow brings many benefits, many young men who labor, and have a better income than breeding or living on the farm. For many pro-globalization countries, this flow, we are familiar with the term outsourcing, is progress. But that is often forgotten by many people was recorded, while the developed countries enjoyed growth of 2.5 percent per year, the countries where outsourcing, precisely the people who wallow in poverty increased by 100 million (Stiglitz, 2002) In addition to the above paradox, Stiglitz also often reminds pro-policy makers of globalization that this system also creates an endless and repeated crisis. Since the Great Trade is no longer just a movement. The system is also an overarching mechanism with many institutions involved. In addition, this system also has a broad impact for the economy of society (Hudson and Hudson, 2004) . Trade is a system that offers better trade terms to producers in developing countries.
Fair Trade trading system has several goals but the most important and most important is to provide the appropriate price to meet the basic necessities of life for the producers. As we know, the initiative of this trading system is to develop a viable life for producers. Redfern and Snedker (2002) ( Dragusanu, et.al, 2014) In 2012, the United States-based Trans Fair split from Fair Trade International and tries to create its own certification This is triggered by the mismatch in choosing suppliers / producers. Fairtrade International believes that the fairtrade label is only for smallholders and producers while USA transfers think if big players are allowed as long as they have a transparent source. (Dragusanu, et.al, 2014) . Up to now, there are more than 250 organizations such as TransFair / FairTradeUSA campaigning on fairtrade and promoting it all over the world. These organizations are both trying to promote the main objective of the fairtrade itself, which is to find a worthy appreciation for the farmers. This study argues that Fair Trade is a movement or scheme that emerges as a response from Globalization. Fair Trade is a consumer movement that is resistant to globalization, whether consciously or unconsciously. Fair trade categorize it as a consumer power to respond to globalization through a labeling system that breaks in and destroys the corporate system (Anderson, et.al, 2005) . Exchange even threatened to campaign boycott nationally. Orin Smith understands that these demands and threats can happen and target all companies, but the CEO knows that his company will face serious problems if they do not respond. (Stanley, 2002) .
Global Exchange is a non-governmental organization founded in 1988 at San
Fancisco. The company has a mission of raising public awareness in the United States and the world about the role of global corporations in human life. The role that is often targeted by Global Exchange is that corporations often seek the most inexpensive resources to increase profit margins, which in practice also often ignore local workplace and environmental conditions.
Global Exchange at the end of the millennium precisely in 1999 successfully targets Starbucks. At that time the anti-globalization sentiment was strengthening and the peak was in 1999 at a summit of WTO member ministers in Seattle, the headquarters of corporate executives also attended ministers. The New York Times illustrates that on November 29, 1999 the National Guard dropped a local police force to discipline the demonstration known as the Battle of Seattle, deemed to have undermined public order for using molamic bam. (Verhovek & Greenhouse, 1999) .
Global Exchange took advantage of this situation by aiming at Starbucks, which at that time almost closed down all its stores in Seattle including headquarters. According to Deborah James, chairman of Global Exchange, by targeting the company, the awareness of the community can quickly emerge. James explains by aiming at Starbucks, then his mission will be delivered, Starbucks according to James, "its the company people love to hate" (Stanley, 2002) . James and all Global Exchange demonstrators at the time demanded Starbucks to use coffee beans from the Fair Trade scheme and threatened that they would promote Starbucks boycott if not met. (Stanley, 2002) . The third survey that is a strong reason for Starbucks to adopt Fair Trade is that Starbucks understands the Luxury Intitute report that many Americans, wealthy and well educated want a company that behaves ethically carries out its responsibility for social issues. Starbucks once again succeeded with hope of hope (Simon, 2009 ).
Starbucks uses this second reason as a 'sensible choice' because Starbucks wants to impress all consumers and stakeholders that customers always come first. By looking at consumer-based research needs, Starbucks wants to minimize the impression that situation where middle-class citizens in America get everything they need, home, food, education; they want something more than necessary (Schor, 1999) .
Like a knife, a system that is born always creates a positive side and a negative side.
Can cause pros and cons, and also criticism for a system. Globalization for example has given birth to prosperity but it also gave birth to the gap. As well as Starbucks as a symbol of globalization, when adopting the Fair Trade system, it has the benefit of giving rise to impact and criticism. In addition, the CAFÉ program also requires participants to pay attention to social and environmental sustainability around coffee production. Participation CAFÉ does not specialize in small farmers, all players are allowed to participate but only meet the CAFÉ Program Practice standard. In this application, Starbucks CAFÉ Practices does not play no role as a short circuit, Starbucks allows anyone to play in this distribution channel provided that transparency of distribution flow and transparency of fair payments to farmers. (Renard, 2010 One of the main principles of Fair Trade, which is also adopted in the CAFÉ Practices of Starbucks certification system, is to increase coffee farmers' income through economic accountability principles. In practice, however, Starbucks CAFÉ Practices often ignores the fact that farmers who are partners are not getting the promised welfare.
Starbucks CAFÉ Practices often evaluates the produce, then assesses whether it complies with the CAFÉ Practices standard, otherwise Starbucks advises but still buys coffee beans without a premium price.
This opinion the author pointed out after reading the findings from Dan Charles in the US National Public Radio website. According to Charles, there is a common thread between all existing certification systems, such as Rainforest Alliance, Fairtrade International, Organic Certification and so on, namely the protection of the environment while securing the conditions of the workers. Nevertheless, each certification has a major emphasis. Fair Trade for example, one of its principles is to protect the environment, but the main purpose is to provide a premium price to farmers. Central Valley, San Roman, Costa Rica, is told that in recent years, the method of planting coffee on his estate and his friends' estates has undergone significant changes. In the past, he and his friends always cleared the parasite that grows around his coffee plant, but now he let the parasite grow because according to the consultant, the parasite gives a good taste to coffee and avoids the soil from soil erosion. (Charles, 2013) But this practice went awry when a major coffee trade star, Starbuks, through Fair Trade USA, demanded that coffee beans sold in accordance with the standards of coffee beans sold in his shop. In addition, FairTrade USA also wants major supplier suppliers to participate in this mechanism. In fact, the Fair Trade principle is only the desire of small farmers and cooperatives that can play in Fair Trade mechanism. Two of these reasons which according to Christian Mora is the main cause why Fair Trade USA which was formerly named Trans Fair USA split from Fairtrade International. 
